Writing simple directions worksheets

Writing directions worksheet. Direction and location worksheet.
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preferences herePage 2 Prev < 1 2 3 ... 17 > Next Insurance is traditionally available through local agents responsible for marketing, meeting with prospective customers, submitting applications to insurance companies and providing service after policies are in force. Although the agent-based model is still widely used in insurance, direct writing is
an alternative to purchasing certain types of insurance through a local agent. Read More: How Does Insurance Work? Direct writing is the practice of providing insurance directly through a company, rather than through an independent agent. You may obtain quotes, make down payments and policy payments, make policy changes and request
documents online or via telephone. Direct writing insurance company employees assist you with choosing policy features and purchasing coverage. These companies sometimes also employ adjusters to manage claims. Private passenger auto and term life are among the most common types of insurance offered through direct writers. An independent
agent may represent more than one insurer. They can compare insurance rates and policy provisions from multiple companies when quoting coverage options to a client. It's possible that a policy with a higher premium may have better overall coverage for the client, and the independent agent will recommend it over cheaper coverage with less
protection. An independent agent is someone who can take the time to get to know their clients, their financial priorities and goals. They develop relationships with their clients, which may last for years in some instances. Read More: What Is the Importance of Having Insurance? The primary advantage of working with a direct writer is that you can
obtain insurance quickly, without having to leave your home. You can shop for and purchase insurance when it is convenient for you, instead of having to make an appointment with an agent or broker's office. In some cases, insurance purchased through a direct writer may be less expensive than through a local agent, because direct writers do not
incur the expenses involved with maintaining agencies. Customers who have questions or concerns about their coverage can contact the company by calling its customer service number. In most instances, a representative is available outside of standard business hours to answer questions and provide assistance. Many direct selling insurance
companies have claims adjusters on staff. Customers can call an 800 number any time to report a claim. Unlike working with a broker who can help you compare quotes and coverages offered by several insurance companies, working with a direct writer only gives you access to a single company's coverages and rates. This means you may not get the
most cost-effective coverage for your money. Also, when you purchase a policy with a direct writer, you will not have access to a dedicated agent who can explain policy provisions, help you make coverage changes and file claims on your behalf. If you choose to purchase insurance through a direct writer, there are strategies you can use to determine
if a direct writer will treat you fairly and adequately cover claims. Contact your state's insurance department to inquire about complaints filed against the insurance company by policyholders and claimants. You can also obtain insurance company reports from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, as well as rating agencies such as
Standard and Poor's and A.M. Best, to determine a direct writer's ability to pay claims. Read More: What Are the Types of Insurance? Helen Close •Everyday/Social English, Directions - Giving and Asking, Signs and Notices A map with shops,schools, etc. marked on. You can teach about the shops, school, services or directions. A list is provided with
activities held at each venue. This is made up of Australian Englis ... 5 23,403 BegElemPre-Int This ppt is a good game for your students to review past simple and directions. Divide your class into 2 teams. Students are going to choose letters by chance. Each question has got a point and if ... 14 31,612 Elem •Cardinal Numbers, Animals, Directions Giving and Asking, Dictations This worksheet is for pupils of different ages. Your ss revise their knowledge of the cardinal numbers and animals, and directions. Your pupils need paper that has squares on it. You dictate the ... 13 52,153 ElemPre-IntInt •Vocabulary » Directions - Giving and Asking This power-point presentation is useful for introducing
some places around the city like: bookstore, newsstand, pharmacy, and it helps the student to get to the places. 9 43,588 BegElem Guilherme Guedes •Vocabulary » Directions - Giving and Asking This is a ppt to help students to understand how to give and ask for directions. It has grammar points about how to ask for direction and how to answer to
these questions, location expressions, st ... 27 96,279 ElemPre-Int •Directions - Giving and Asking, Transport, Coursebook Resources This worksheet is appropriate for reviewing and practicing how to ask for transport information. It includes two parts- put words in order and gap filling. This worksheet is based on unit 29 of Ox ... 9 46,008 Elem
•Directions - Giving and Asking, Crosswords/Boardgames This is a worksheet for following a direction and finding the destination. The direction is given in code. Each code letter represents the letter that comes before it in the alphabet, for example ... 9 32,262 Elem •Vocabulary » Directions - Giving and Asking It was created to use with basic
students. It has a map and conversation cards with things that they need. E.g.: one student says: "I need to eat" and the other has to answer "you need to go ... 26 102,095 BegElem Here is a two-page worksheet for ESL learners at a basic level learning the names of places around the town. There are three different activities. First, students are asked
to look at the pictures ... 11 37,301 Elem •Brainteasers, Describing Things, Directions - Giving and Asking A scavenger hunt is a game where you try to find certain objects or answers to clues. In this scavenger hunt you will use a mobile phone to give clues and hints to another team. This is ... 4 28,610 IntAdv •City and Countryside, Directions - Giving
and Asking This a matching exercise to review the names of 18 places commonly found in a town. Students read definitions and match them with the places being defined. Its purpose is to be used before student ... 9 49,208 Elem •Vocabulary » Directions - Giving and Asking I use this worksheet to practise giving directions and using prepositions of
place, to revise the names of places in a town or city. I have designed a map that can be used for pair work, asking ea ... 40 78,228 Elem •Directions - Giving and Asking, Coursebook Resources This is a map of Manchester Piccadilly Station from English Result Student’s book, Elementary level and a worksheet for students to ask directions for
different places. Instruction: divide t ... 8 24,427 Elem •Can/Could, Directions - Giving and Asking In this workseet, students will have a chance to create their own convesations about giving directions in town; it can be used to guide them to create a real conversation in their own cities. Here ... 8 31,786 Elem •Directions - Giving and Asking,
House/Flat/Rooms, Transport This worksheet contains extra practice when it comes to dealing with things inside the house, prepositions of place, as well as buildings and places outside the house, asking for directions etc. S ... 10 17,944 Elem This is a teaching tool that can be printed and laminated to keep for a useful resource. It includes a town
map with streets (colour names), and shops, school etc. It has simple quiz cards to be u ... 57 119,955 BegElemPre-Int Students should look at the map of a town and describe it using the right prepositions of place: on the left/right of ..., near, opposite, in front of, behind, between, in. This worksheet may be u ... 56 104,681 ElemPre-Int •United
Kingdom, Directions - Giving and Asking This PPT will help you to demonstrate some well-known places of interest to start a new unit about London and its historical centre the City. It can be used to train some speaking skills about the ... 27 31,555 ElemPre-IntInt •Describing Things, Directions - Giving and Asking It is a pair work activity. Student A
has to face the picture and explain it. Student B faces back to the picture projected, listens to the explanations and draws. Allow max 3 min to do the task. ... 9 17,730 All •Prepositions and Conjunctions, Directions - Giving and Asking This presentation can be used as a warmer or cooler activity. The SS have to guess the location of the rabbit. It can be
used as a reading, speaking or spelling activity. I used it as a warmer bef ... 22 23,472 BegElem Here is a free giving directions game to play with elementary students. In each team, one player is the 'tank' and the other is the 'driver'. Blindfold the two players who are the tanks and place two soft balls on the floor somewhere in the room. The drivers'
task is to guide their tank to a ball by giving directions, e.g. go straight, turn right, etc. When a tank is guided to a ball, the student picks up the ball and has ammunition to fire. Once the tank has the ball, the student takes off their blindfold and fires on the other tank by throwing the ball at them. If the ball hits the tank, the team wins. If the ball
misses, the student puts their blindfold back on and the driver guides the tank to the ball again. When a team wins, the game is repeated with the next four students and so on. When everyone has played, the winning teams play against each other to find the ultimate champion. In this asking for and giving directions activity, students practice giving
and following directions to places on a map. In pairs, students take it in turns to ask their partner how they get to the places shown on their worksheet, starting from the pinned location each time, e.g. 'How do I get to the hair salon?' Their partner then gives directions accordingly. When a student has followed the directions, they mark the location on
the map. When both students have been given directions to all nine places, they compare their maps to see if they have marked the locations correctly. In this giving directions worksheet and activity, students learn and practice language used for asking and giving directions. First, students match pictures to directions. Next, students unscramble
words to reveal questions that ask for directions. After that, students complete a conversation about asking for and giving directions using the language from the previous exercises. Students then read a dialogue, identify and correct errors with directional language. As a final activity, students create a map of a town by writing in the names of the
streets and drawing ten places on the map, e.g. a cinema, restaurant, shopping mall, etc. In pairs, students then take it in turns to ask for and give directions to the places on their map using the directions language on the worksheet. In this free directions game, students practice giving and following directions. To start, teams decide which side they
want to play for, i.e. the Dark Side or Jedi. A player from each team then puts on an appropriate mask or blindfold and is given an inflatable lightsaber or similar object. A member of their team then calls out directions they want their player to move, e.g. go straight, go back, turn left, turn right, etc. When a player is in reach of their opponent, the
caller shouts 'hit'. The player then tries to hit their opponent. The first player to do this successfully wins the round and scores a point for their team. Then, a new player from each team puts on a mask and so on. The team with the most points at the end of the game wins.
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